
Intervention SchemeA proposal for Fuipiano
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- Impoverishment of the area;
- Decrease in the resident population;
- Larger towns has better work and social op-
portunities. 

- Natural aspects;      - Elevated position;

- Tourism;                    - Tranquillity;

- Work with other cities in the Valley;
- Improving physical connections;
- Create work demand;

- Unable to change the habits;
- No job opportunities for youngers;
- No national regulations from government for 
mountain communities

Cultural: Natural ecosystems provide an essential ‘coun-

seling function’ and contribute to the maintenance of  human 

health by providing opportunities for reflection, spiritual 
enrichment, cognitive development, recreation, and aesthetic 
experiences.

Supporting: These functions provide all the services 

necessary for the production of  all other ecosystem services and 

contribute to the conservation (in situ) of  biological and genetic 

diversity and evolutionary processes.

Regulating: In addition to maintaining the health 

and functioning of  ecosystems, regulating functions encompass 
many other services with direct and indirect benefits to humans 
that are usually not recognised until they are lost or degraded;

Provisioning: These functions include all the resour-

ce-provisioning services provided by natural and semi-natural 

ecosystems (oxygen, water, food, etc.).
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Leisure and tourism

New Proposal for communication routes

Actors of the area:

Tourist: although in decreasing numbers, tourists are one of  the main 
classes of  visitors to the area.

Old people: the majority of  inhabitants and visitors during the summer 

period, representing both the positive and negative sides of  the current situation in 
the village of  Fuipiano.

Childrens: together with grandparents during the summer are the main 

actors of  the area, most of  the interventions and recreational works are carried 
out for their enjoyment, as having more children also encourages parents to come to 
the village.

Sports people: A characteristic of  these places is the possibility, thanks 
to its morphology, to welcome sportsmen, both trekking and cycling, especially 
during weekends.

Historian: una piccola parte di gente che arriva a fuipiano è per il suo aspet-

to storico come ex confine tra la serenissima di Venezia e il Ducato di Milano.

Explorers: the majority of  inhabitants and visitors during the summer 

period, representing both the positive and negative sides of  the current situation in 
the village of  Fuipiano.

Culture and historical formation

Hiking Routes

A brand new Route

Main routes and links with cities

To Brumano

To Locatello

To “Tre Faggi”
To “Madonna dei Canti”

Legenda:

Identification of areas 
of intervention

Utility of place in the country system

Redevelopment possibilities

Historical value

Availability in the territory

Necessity to be upgraded

Environmental requirements

Positive public opinion Need for additional missing services

Lack of safety and pollution

Need for additional missing services

Monetary intervention through regional 
and provincial tenders 

Current state of abandonment

Main attraction point

Contrada of Arnosto

Opinions of the Interviewees

Possibility of upgrading more than the rest

Increase ecosystem services

Intervention Areas

Actual Main Route

Proposed Main Route

Proposed Hiking Route

Proposed Historical Route

The orange route represents the 
proposed new main route through 
the village, which would allow for a 
decrease in traffic passing through 
the village centre and leave space 
available for the new structure of the 
square, and would also allow for the 
re-use of one of the old roads con-
necting the main streets to the Arno-
sto district.

The passage in red represents the new 
proposal for the redevelopment of the 
ancient road that once led directly to 
Arnosto. It is still abandoned today, 
and with some simple road restora-
tion and deforestation work, an alter-
native secondary road would open up 
along the ancient sites of Fuipiano.

Proposed Brand New Route

The routes in purple represent new 
proposals for hiking trails to be redi-
scovered and used. The latter are not 
marked on the official trail maps but 
are widely used by locals and those 
who know the area. 
For these reasons, they are the most 
useful and efficient and deserve to 
be included in the official maps and 
used.

The route in yellow is a proposed 
alternative route to be upgraded, 
known only to locals and long-term 
tourists, it is the connecting route by 
foot to Brumano, but unfortunately 
little used as it is a side street of a 
main road and not used.

New services proposal 
for Fuipiano

Actual situation: Parking Lot ArnostoPlaza

Aesthetic ValueSocial interactions BiodiversityImprove air quality Mitigate climate change Urban cooling

Main Plaza

Parking Lot

This map shows the actual services Fuipiano offers, just a few 

restaurants and just one place for cultural leisures, apart from the 

football field that is unused. The parking lot indicated in the map, is 
unused and is not will be utilized in the future.

Actual situation:

This map shows the proposed services for Fuipiano, the enhance-

ment of  the plaza and the parking lot, more spaces for the cars, and 

the requalification of  Arnosto, becoming a new area for tourists, 
history, leisure and entertaining.

Thesis by: Ivan D’Auria

The promotion and rediscovery of  small mountain 

communities:A proposal for “Fuipiano Valle Imagna”

Legenda:

Fagus sylvatica

Drainage paving 
with grass

Prunus avium

Betula alba

Prunus Pissardi

Growing soil

Source: Autocad drawing, 1:100

“A Proposal for the main Plaza of Fuipiano”

Central wooden 
walkway

Drainage paving 
with cement - 
Back Alley
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